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ResearchResearch objectivesobjectives

The objectives of the research on participation in amateur 
soccer in Canada are as follows:

(1) Develop and validate four versions of the survey 
questionnaire (player, parent, coach, referee); 

(2) Collect and compare the perceptions of players, parents, 
coaches and referees concerning factors that may 
influence  participation in soccer among  U12 to U18 
players; and

(3) Identify the factors associated with the decision by 
young Canadians to maintain or abandon their 
participation in this sport. 

Situation of soccer in CanadaSituation of soccer in Canada

Most popular sports in Canada among children 5 to 14 years  
of age (Sport Canada, 2008):

-- SOCCER (44%) - baseball (22%)
- ice hockey (24%) - basketball (13%)
- swimming (24 %)

In 2008, membership peaked with 192,078 members at the  
Fédération de Soccer du Québec (FSQ, 2009) and 384,000 
members at the Ontario Soccer Association (OSA, 2009).

From 1980 to 2008, FSQ membership grew by 488%          
(FSQ, 2009).

ProblematicProblematic

Ice hockey in Canada is an example of a sport that, after         
having reached high participation levels among young           
people, experienced massive desertion during the 1980s.

Possible explanations include  high costs  and violent           
incidents involving players, coaches  and parents.                   
(Bernard, 2003; CPAT, 2001). 

For a number of sports, including soccer, clearly observed 
intimidation and violence represent a serious problem.    
(Kavussanu et al., 2006; Kerr, 2005; NASO.org, 2008; Shields, 1999).

In this context, is soccer a healthy sport in regard to youth 
participation? 

Theoretical frameworkTheoretical framework

Theory of planned behaviour vs. participation in soccer   
(and the maintaining of participation)

Attitudes 
behavioural beliefs

Subjective norms
Normative beliefs

Perception of 
control
Control beliefs

Intention behaviour
External 
variables

Inspired by a diagram derived from documentation from a methodological workshop entitled “Intervention mapping, a structured planning approach for health promotion” 
(English translation), Gagnon, H.; Guillaumie, L.: Godin G.; and Imbleau, M., 13th Annual Public Health Days, March 9, 2012.
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Theoretical frameworkTheoretical framework

Social learning theory (Bandura, 1986) vs. the possible 
influence of other variables associated with behaviour,     
the individual and his or her environment                           
(reference to external variables).

Diagram of reciprocal determinisms in 
BANDURA’s social cognitive theory.

P = Person
B = Behaviour
E = Environment
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Methodology Methodology -- InstrumentsInstruments

Develop four versions of the Questionnaire   
concerning participation in amateur soccer              
in Canada (player, parent, coach, referee).

Player’s versionPlayer’s version
-- Focus group and pretesting with players Focus group and pretesting with players (n = 47)(n = 47)

-- Scales:Scales:
* Behavioural beliefs * Behavioural beliefs (11 items, (11 items, α = ,61 )

* Normative beliefs * Normative beliefs (17 items, (17 items, α = ,89)

* Control  beliefs * Control  beliefs (7 items, (7 items, α = ,94)

* External variables:* External variables:
-- Unsportsmanlike behaviours Unsportsmanlike behaviours (11 items, (11 items, α = ,91)

MethodologyMethodology -- InstrumentsInstruments

Committee of experts for validation of the other three  
versions.

Parent’s versionParent’s version

-- Scales:Scales:

* Behavioural beliefs (12 items, * Behavioural beliefs (12 items, α = ,63)

* Normative beliefs (18 items, * Normative beliefs (18 items, α = ,83)

* Control  beliefs (7 items, * Control  beliefs (7 items, α = ,94)

* External variables:* External variables:

-- Unsportsmanlike behaviours (11 items, Unsportsmanlike behaviours (11 items, α = ,89)

Methodology - Instruments

Coach’s versionCoach’s version
-- Scales:Scales:

* Behavioural beliefs (12 items, * Behavioural beliefs (12 items, α = ,66)
* Normative beliefs (18 items, * Normative beliefs (18 items, α = ,80)
* Control  beliefs (7 items, * Control  beliefs (7 items, α = ,92)
* External variables:* External variables:

-- Unsportsmanlike behaviours (11 items, Unsportsmanlike behaviours (11 items, α = ,89)

Referee’s versionReferee’s version
-- Scales:Scales:

* Behavioural beliefs (12 items, * Behavioural beliefs (12 items, α = ,66)
* Normative beliefs (18 items, * Normative beliefs (18 items, α = ,73)
* Control  beliefs (7 items, * Control  beliefs (7 items, α = ,88)
* External variables:* External variables:

-- Unsportsmanlike behaviours (11 items, Unsportsmanlike behaviours (11 items, α = ,90)

MethodologyMethodology -- ParticipantsParticipants

Paper data collection version during two Quebec 
tournaments + Online data collection version (Qc and On)

- Players (n= 1 395 ; (n= 1 395 ; ♀♀ = 50,8% ; G = 47,4% ; N/D = 1,8%= 50,8% ; G = 47,4% ; N/D = 1,8%))

Online data collection version (Quebec and Ontario)

- Parents (n= 1 130 ; (n= 1 130 ; ♀♀ = 61,0% ; = 61,0% ; ♂ = 38,7% ; N/D = 0,3%= 38,7% ; N/D = 0,3%))

- Coaches (n= 557 ; (n= 557 ; ♀♀ = 13,6% ; = 13,6% ; ♂ = 85,8% ; N/D = 0,5%= 85,8% ; N/D = 0,5%))

- Referees (n= 96 ; (n= 96 ; ♀♀ = 20,8% ; = 20,8% ; ♂ = 78,2% ; N/D = 1,0%= 78,2% ; N/D = 1,0%))

Total Total N = 3 178 participantsN = 3 178 participants

Results Results –– Behaviour beliefsBehaviour beliefs

Behaviour beliefs

Players Parents Coaches Referees

Rank M Rank M Rank M Rank M ANOVA

Brings them a lot of fun (C8) 2nd 2.92 1st 3.15 1st 3.07 1st 2.44 F’ = 7.963**

Allows them to stay in good 
physical shape (C1)

1st 2.67 2nd 3.12 2nd 2.74 2nd 2.27 F’ = 21.923**

Allows them to improve 
technically (C2)

3rd 2.43 3rd 2.53 3rd 2.71 4th 1.61 F’ = 14.856**

Allows them to make new 
friends (C6)

4th 1.92 4th 2.08 4th 2.01 3rd 2.13 F’ = 1.804

** p  < .01

“Belief” X “Value” concerning the player’s participation  
in league soccer 

Results Results –– Normative beliefsNormative beliefs

Normative beliefs
Players Parents Coaches Referees

Rank M Rank M Rank M Rank M ANOVA

Unsportsmanlike behaviour 
(C13)

2nd 2.52 2nd 2.97 2nd 3.05 2nd 3.62 F’ = 49.309**

Pressure from parents 
regarding the team’s 
performance (C14)

8th 2.21 4th 2.70 1st 3.07 1st 3.91 F’ = 119.739**

Poor team performance 
(C12)

5th 2.31 7th 2.43 3rd 2.97 3rd 3.61 F’ = 75.016**

The  quality of supervision 
offered by coaches (C17)

4th 2.35 1st 3.08 6th 2.84 4th 3.60 F’ = 17.300**

Amount of playing time (C11) 3rd 2.39 6th 2.54 5th 2.87 5th 3.53 F’ = 38.279**

The quality of refereeing 
(C15)

1st 2.60 5th 2.61 8th 2.79 16th 2.69 F’ = 3.774**

**p < .01

Factors that may lead the player to NO LONGER play 
league soccer as of the following season 
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Results Results –– Control beliefsControl beliefs

“Belief ” X  “Importance” concerning the opinion of 
people who may influence the player’s decision to 
continue playing soccer

Control beliefs
Players Parents Coaches Referees

Rank M Rank M Rank M Rank M ANOVA

Influencing the decision 
to continue: Team mates 
(C4)

1st 1.48 4th 2.97 1st 4.74 3rd 5.01 F’ = 87.77

Influencing the decision 
to continue: Coach (C3)

3rd 0.57 2nd 3.29 3rd 4.47 2nd 5.04 F’ = 144.50

Influencing the decision 
to continue: Father (C1)

4th 0.50 3rd 3.29 2nd 4.51 1st 5.30 F’ = 145.25**

Influencing the decision 
to continue: Mother (C2)

5th 0.11 1st 3.41 4th 3.99 4th 3.94 F’ = 154.99

Influencing the decision 
to continue: Friends (C5)

2nd 0.86 5th 2.02 5th 3.56 5th 3.39 F’ = 61.31

**p  < .01

Results Results –– External variables External variables 
Unsportsmanlike behavioursUnsportsmanlike behaviours

Unsportsmanlike
behaviours

Players Parents Coaches Referees

Rank M Rank M Rank M Rank M ANOVA

Witness: Intentional 
shoving and pushing (C7)

1st 7.92 1st 5.45 2nd 4.07 1st 7.93 F’ = 101.93**

Witness: Mockery or 
sarcasm (C1)

3rd 7.25 3rd 4.17 1st 4.45 2nd 7.50 F’ = 110.34**

Witness: Elbow strikes 
(C10)

2nd 7.39 2nd 5.12 4th 3.72 5th 4.66 F’ = 93.81**

Witness: Insults (C2) 4th 7.16 4th 3.86 3rd 3.84 3rd 7.23 F’ = 126.93**

**p < .01

During the last 12 months, frequency of players being 
victimized by the following behaviours:

Consensus of all 4 groups of participants concerning the  
top 4  beliefs associated with the benefits of playing 
soccer for the player (a total of 12 items).

1 of 4 main factors is specific to soccer 
(allow them to improve technically).

The other 3 main factors  are more general and may be         
found in other sporting activities (pleasure, physical shape, and 

friendship).

Discussion Discussion –– Behaviour beliefsBehaviour beliefs

Disparity in the ranking established by each groups of 
participants.

Unsportsmanlike  behaviours as a  consensus factor  among      
the 4 groups of participants.

Low-impact factors (to be  isolated and contextualized): 

- the cost of essential equipment;
- equipment supplied by the club;
- field quality and availability.

The first choice of groups  of participants attributes  a deciding 
role to another person with the power to influence the player’s 
decision concerning whether or not to stop playing soccer.

Player         Referee Parent         Coach

Coach and referee         Parent

Discussion Discussion –– Normative beliefsNormative beliefs

The opinion held by players is less crystallized than adults.

The importance of the role of the father would seem to 
predominate over that of the mother (with the exception of 
parents who replied… the % of mother respondents being higher than 
father respondents (61% vs. 39%)).

Similar opinions of coaches and referees.

“Professional star players” are not a factor as regards 
continuing to play (but do they influence behaviours during soccer 
activities ?! … Stay tuned…).

Discussion Discussion –– Control beliefsControl beliefs
Discussion Discussion –– External variables External variables 
Unsportsmanlike  behavioursUnsportsmanlike  behaviours

Intentional shoving and pushing: consensus with three first 
choice rankings.

Players and referees (present on the field) report  a much higher 
number of unsportsmanlike behaviours than parents and 

coaches (even nearly twice as many in several cases).

«Top 4»: Occurrence of at least one behaviour belonging to all 
three scales: Verbal intimidation (4 items), Physical intimidation 
(4 items), Physical violence (3 items).

Standard deviations are high, signifying a wide variability of 
results.
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Limited access to reach participants with @ as well as the 
high costs and constraints from ethics committee for paper 
collection.

Research is limited to two provinces.

Representativeness of groups’ gender is not the one 
expected (e.g., players, parents).

The results reflecting the perception of each group of 
participants deserve to be validated by observations in 
game’s context.

Conclusion Conclusion –– LimitsLimits of the of the researchresearch

Examine the results according to different variables                  
(e.g., gender, age, level of competition, region). (2012-11)

Compare the perceptions of the various groups of 
participants in terms of maintenance participation 
determinants. (2012-11)

Follow up with participants (mini data collection on maintenance 
participation vs. TCP model (intention and behavior)). (2012-11)

Final report to SSHRC / Sport Canada. (2012-12)

FSQ, OSA and clubs consult to share respective expertise in 
order to develop action plans with a view to maintain a 
healthy participation. (2012-11 to ...)

Conclusion Conclusion –– NextNext stepssteps

Taking to account these results, conduct focus group interviews 
with key groups of participant to define determinants, stakes 
and concrete steps to favour maintenance in soccer participation 
of players and other group participants.

Raise awareness into different groups of participants in regard 
to their respective roles on player’s maintenance participation  
by the way of resources put forward by the associations and 
clubs (e.g., local meetings, memo by @, websites and dynamic 
material like videos).

Conclusion Conclusion -- RecommandationsRecommandations
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ThanksThanks to all to all researchresearch
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coaches and referees for their coaches and referees for their 
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